Quarterback Dylan Thompson passed for 330 yards and three touchdowns in Saturday’s win against the Pirates.

From a Bible verse to a hotel room visit to a few words before kickoff, the objective was always the same for Dylan Thompson’s confidence up.

“Get Dylan Thompson’s confidence up,” South Carolina coach Steve Spurrier said Tuesday.

Spurrier was the get the sophomore backup quarterback in Gamecocks’ 48-10 win over ECU.

“We’re still trying to get the sophomore backup quarterback in the game,” Spurrier said Tuesday.

Thompson passed for 330 yards and three touchdowns in Saturday’s win against the Pirates.

With starting quarterback Connor Shaw sidelined in Gamecocks’ 48-10 win over East Carolina.

Thompson was a struggle to get the sophomore backup quarterback in the game, according to Bradley.

“It was big because you want to succeed and you want to help the team out as much as you can,” Thompson said.

“Any time, the way I look at it, minus the linemen, I’m probably the worst athlete on our team on the offensive side of the ball. The more I have the ball, the more trouble we’re in.”

The Gamecocks had little trouble from the start.

After the offense amassed just 67 passing yards against East Carolina.
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approach on a list of Housing issues
that may not need to take as much
time from the conduct administrators
as they’re using,” Cooney said.

That, she said, should help reduce
the backlog of cases that builds up
throughout Housing and especially
around Bates House and Bates
West, which have a particularly high
number of citations, Cooney said.

But the office is likely to expand
more in the future, as enrollment —
and the number of citations — grows.

The money to hire them is likely
to come from a number of sources,
and USC doesn’t want to rely on
increased revenue from the new
fines, Bradley said. Instead, they
hope the number of violations will
fall.

If it does though, it’s likely to
hire people who can manage more
complex cases and more appeals,
which they expect will follow the
recently announced increased
sanctions for alcohol and drug
violations, according to Bradley.

“They may need a more
experienced staff,” Bradley said.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

USC’s biggest dance party of the year!

Featuring DJ KickMix

Friday, Sept. 14

10 Pm

Russell House Ballroom

Free Glow Sticks, Tie-dye bandanas & FOOD!!

Late Night Breakfast

Saturday, Sept. 15

Come enjoy FREE PANCAKES

at the Russell House after the
USC vs. UAB football game!

AFTER DARK

RAVE at the Russell

www.dailygamecock.com

FOLLOW US! thegamecock
nuclear knowledge
for the nation

Savannah River Nuclear Solutions

We are national leaders in nuclear knowledge for the nation. We manage and operate the Savannah River Site, a DOE-Southern Nuclear facility owned by the U.S. Department of Energy near Aiken, S.C.

Savannah River Nuclear Solutions operates diverse nuclear and research facilities, develops cutting-edge technologies, and manages infrastructure and support systems akin to those of a small city.

We’re home to the Savannah River National Laboratory, an engine for growth in advanced environmental and national security technologies, as well as clean energy research.

Savannah River Nuclear Solutions offers a wide range of cutting-edge employment positions, including disciplines such as engineering, science, business, information technology, and other technical fields.

We also offer an extensive intern program in the same disciplines for uniquely skilled students who want to enhance their education with hands-on experience.

Savannah River Nuclear Solutions. Come join our team.

www.savannahrivernuclearsolutions.com
Healthy Carolina
University of South Carolina
Healthy Carolina
Farmers Market
Held on select Tuesdays from 10am-2pm on Greene Street in front of the Russell House
September 11th  
September 18th  
September 25th  
October 2nd  
October 9th  
October 16th  
October 23rd  
October 30th
@MyHlthyCarolina
Facebook.com/HealthyCarolina
The market is cash only.

Employer-led Resume Reviews
Monday, September 10  
Kohl's 2:00 to 4:00 (BA, 602B)
Monday, September 17  
Consolidated Graphics 1:00 to 4:00 (BA, 602B)
Continental 1:00 to 4:00 (Swearingen 1A01)
Tuesday, September 18  
Power One 1:00 to 4:00 (Swearingen 1A01)
Employer-led Mock Interviews
Thursday, September 13  
Total Quality Logistics 2:00 to 4:00 (BA Building, 602B)
DAM Americas 1:00 to 4:00 (Swearingen 1A01)
Friday, September 14  
Power One 1:00 to 3:00 (Swearingen 1A01)
Enterprise 1:00 to 4:00 (BA Building, 602B)

Employer-led Mock Interviews (continued)
Tuesday, September 18  
Verizon 10:30 to 1:30 (BA Building, 602B)
You must sign-up in JobMate for all Mock Interviews.
Employer-led Workshops on Job Fair Success
Monday, September 10  
Kohl's 1:00 to 2:00 (Lunch Included) (BA, 602B)
Thursday, September 13  
Total Quality Logistics 12:30 to 1:30 (Lunch Included) (BA, 602B)
Monday, September 17  
Consolidated Graphics 12:00 to 1:00 (BA, 602B)
Employer-led Workshops on Researching Employers
Friday, September 14  
Power One 3:15 to 4:00 (Swearingen 1A01)
OSC should improve on existing system

The Office of Student Conduct's plans to improve its efficiency, it shows only on looking at hiring new staff but should think about improving the existing system as well.

It’s the Office of Student Conduct wants to improve its efficiency; it should not only look at hiring new staff but should also think about improving the existing system as well. Issues that are handled at the judicial level are also handled at the administrative level, including discipline, disciplinary hearings, and student conduct policy violations. Such misconduct can result in suspensions and other severe consequences — and are dealt with by the RMs最主要的 instruction — namely, it allows for parties to be punished by the OSSC without the OSSC’s mailbox.

The OSC could be dealt with on the lower levels of Housing, may be the reason on Student Conduct's decision, has been so drastic as to necessitate $500,000 of new staff.

Growing minority vote will lean polls to GOP

The death of conservatism in the United States is impending. While the news media and popular entertainment have pushed neutralizing values for over forty years, and the majority of public schools advocate a progressive agenda, there are not only facts influencing the current political makeup. On an issue of great importance, are the ethics of cultural transitions taking place in the United States in May, CNN reported that for the first time in American history minority heroes have overtaken white heroes by a margin of 53 percent to 46 percent. Under current trends, by the late 2010s or early 2040s Caucasians may no longer be a minority in the US.

The fact that minorities tend to favor left-leaning policies and have since Republicans first gave those the rights to vote in the South under Reconstruction. The trend, however, has become more pronounced. While Ronald Reagan won 52 percent of the vote in 1984 and George Bush won 8 percent in 2008, John McCain received more than 4 percent in 2008, John McCain received 3 percent of the vote in 2008, and Mitt Romney won 9 percent of the black vote in 2012. These trends seem to suggest that all liberals are not black, and while this is not incorrect to mention those who do not hold fast to Western culture.

The trend has been embraced by a predominately Asian population, favored President Obama over McCain as opposed to McCain.

Support among Caucasians for conservative candidates has not been as strong.

To display a significant shift of demographics, McCain won a larger percentage of the white vote in 2008. In 2008, Bush defeated McCain but last year’s popular vote.

As the November elections approached, a recent Wall Street Journal/NBC poll showed Obama winning 94 percent of the black vote and Mitt Romney winning a substantially zero percent. According to the same poll, the Hispanic margin remains nearly unchanged, as support for the Democrats in that group is a commanding two-to-one advantage. Though minorities composing nearly 17 percent of the U.S. population, overwhelming support for the Democrats could prove telling in the Republican candidate.

While the Republican Party makes valiant attempts to attract the minority vote, the media and those on the left such outreach as pandering. To an extent, they are correct. Republicans have not been stereotyped as racist, but rather on traditions and American culture, the Democratic Party has been.

As the 2012 elections near, the Republican Party can succeed in associating conservative principles with one particular culture, demographic trends do not hold well for the Republican Party.

Authoritative use of power harmful to students

On Election Day this Saturday, which culminated in a missed field goal, the ball flew directly off the end zone. The officer in charge of the action, refusing to let it hit the ground. It was eventually anyway — without also having to be turned to a large, muscular police officer who witnessed the confrontation called me a liar.

Minutes later, I followed the officer to get his name so that I could file a complaint, at which point he physically escorted me out of the stadium. I always got a last name: Deputy Scott, part. So I called the school, but no one was around, and he walked away, then forcefully ejected me, not for partaking in a Carolina tradition, but for standing next to me helped me to my feet as I appeased the crowd, lobbing the ball to a student standing next to me.

Whether the offensive line was in, and ensuring a safe learning and living environment is, after all, necessary to the wellbeing of the student body.

However, if the OSC truly wants to improve its efficiency, it should not only look at hiring new staff but should also think about improving the existing system as well. Issues that are handled at the judicial level are also handled at the administrative level, including discipline, disciplinary hearings, and student conduct policy violations. Such misconduct can result in suspensions and other severe consequences — and are dealt with by the RMs最主要 instruction — namely, it allows for parties to be punished by the OSSC without the OSSC’s mailbox.

Proof of my experience, that authority seems absolute, and shouldn’t respond as if it is. My case was clearly the OSC should have handled the case more professionally. The OSC is responsible for many duties now. In fact, the OSC’s political p r o g r a m director herself has had to roll up her sleeves and go to court four times per day herself. It’s clear to see the system’s shortcuts and the need to be reevaluated, and we support the OSC’s efforts to improve itself and ensuring a safe learning and living environment is, after all, necessary to the wellbeing of the student body.
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Matchbox Twenty is ‘Back 2 Good’ with latest Rock band revitalizes sound for ‘North,’ first full album in 10 years Chito Gaddi art@dailygamecock.com

Matchbox Twenty hasn’t left the parade — they’re mid-strut, confident and heads-in-hand, rallying around their first freshly recorded album in 10 years. It’s been 16 years since Matchbox Twenty hit the airwaves with their rock-roused singles “A.M.,” “Push” and “Back 2 Good.” In 2005, the band released a “greatest hits” album, which included seven new tracks like “How ‘Evv’ We Come” and “These Hard Times.” Now, their North — Matchbox Twenty’s fifth album dropped Tuesday with 12 tracks that skip back and forth between familiar “classic” influences and more charged, born singles.

In the band’s hiatus, front man Rob Thomas stretched through a solo career. There was 2003’s “Something to Be” and 2009’s “Breakaway,” which gave us singles “Lonely No More” and “Her Diamonds.” It grew the rock-branded crooner’s voice. He stands strong and has come out as one of those branded singers — his sound is recognizable. It’s Rob Thomas. “North’s” first single, “She’s So Mean” packs the punch. It’s the proof of such growth, and in one summer-hugging release, represented Matchbox’s career. It’s a tongue-in-cheek take down of the girl you just can’t drop. She’s so gorgeous, so fearless and so mean. The lyrics, a familiar background.

The album’s track-list opener “Parade” plays to the same beat, but with more rock influences. There’s a steady drum, and Thomas holds to that brand, but the song’s lyrics define its place. Thomas, now 40 years old, is singing to what can be a message of love or success. It’s full of lines that will stick with listeners and fit their situations, but it speaks to more in light of the band’s career.

“They’re back, after 10 years. Spouting verses like: “And there’s so much more that you see if you just stick around”... Streetlight secrets whispering for your return to North. There’s so much more for Matchbox.”

“Radio,” sandwiched somewhere in the middle, feels cheesy. It repeats, “We feel it in our hearts for sure” and “We heard it on the radio” with trumpets and strange tempo thrown through the background. The only song not written at least partially by Thomas, but instead by Kyle Cook and Paul Doucette, falls flat. It’s not awful, but lost in the mix.

The album closes on a more emotional note with “Overjoyed,” written by Thomas. It’s one of the listing’s best, but in a certain way, it falls apart. It doesn’t hold on to the rough undertones of rock in the 1996 releases, but rather plays to an acoustic pop world. “Our Song” follows the path paved by “She’s So Mean.” Comments on this story? Visit dailygamecock.com/mix.
Thomas (left) and Doucette (right) co-wrote the 12-track album’s first single “She’s So Mean” with guitarist Cook.

Thomas added: “We’re a rock band. But that can be really limiting. Everything you do has to fit in that box.”

To compromise, the consensus was for the singles on “North” to follow “Push” and “Back 2 Good” in finding a place on classic rock radio 16 years down the road.
Carolina Productions Presents:
The Asia Project
SPOKEN WORD WEDNESDAY

8 PM • RUSSELL HOUSE THEATER • SEPT. 12
FREE ADMISSION TO STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF WITH CAROLINA ID
INTERESTED IN PERFORMING EMAIL: SACULAWR@MAILBOX.SC.EDU

THE GREAT STUDENT DEBATE
MARVEL VS. DC • WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON? PC VS. MAC

APPLICATIONS TO BE A PART OF THIS DEBATE ARE AVAILABLE AT THE CAMPUS LIFE CENTER IN THE RUSSELL HOUSE OR ONLINE AT WWW.CP.SC.EDU

CONGRATULATIONS
To our FRATERNITY MEN on another SUCCESSFUL BID DAY!

University of South Carolina Fraternity Council
Scholarship, Leadership, Brotherhood, and Service

@UofSCFC
now hiring
social media
managers

Are you looking for a great way to jump-start your professional career AND earn a solid paycheck?

The Office of Student Media is hiring web-savvy students to manage and create content for its social media accounts. We encourage second and third year students able to work 10-15 hours per week to apply to work as soon as possible.

Email sararae@usc.edu for more information.

The University of South Carolina for the University community.
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Clowney suffers rib contusion; Spurrier frustrated by fans leaving early

By Kyle Hack

While the Gamecocks were romping in a 48-10 victory over East Carolina on Saturday, the Gamecocks' fans looked on with apprehension, for their team was running out of the first half with a commanding 21-0 lead, and many fans decided to leave before halftime...

The Gamecocks' wide receiver Bruce Ellington (23) had four receptions for 63 yards in Saturday's game against the Pirates.

...as a quarterback, that's what receivers do. It built our confidence, said. "We know we can block, but we still want the ball a lot so it was a good opportunity for our defense to make plays, and that's what we did today," Lattimore said.

Because of the increased opportunities for the defense to make plays, defensive coordinator Lorenzo Ward made a point to his players to take advantage of the increased opportunities for interceptions. "We are creatures of habit and when you practice a lot of what you will never lack," Ward said.

So far this season, the Gamecocks' defense has four interceptions, including two in the first game against Vanderbilt.

"We want the ball," Ellington said. "We want to throw it around. It's great just to catch the ball and get a chance to reaffirm support in him, the group came to Thompson to reaffirm support in him, and that he wants to be up there with them is just an example of... the Gamecocks' secondary. "We want the ball," Ellington said. "We want to throw it around. It's great just to catch the ball and get a chance to reaffirm support in him, the group came to Thompson to reaffirm support in him, and that he wants to be up there with them is just an example of...""Thompson is a great kid, he will come back," said senior wide receiver D.L. Moore on a 29-yard touchdown strike to give the Gamecocks a 26-0 lead.

On the very next ECU drive, junior defensive back Jimmy Legree stepped in front of a Johnson pass attempt, returning it 14-yards for a touchdown that gave USC, a commanding 15-0 lead and route to a 48-10 victory. The second score of the game was the last of the afternoon.

"I was very excited. I knew a lot of my family would be nervous," Roland said. "After the first catch, I was just told him to relax and focus."...it better and better. With a little work taking place prior to the game, Ellington and Moore were both part of a group of receivers that went to visit sophomore quarterback Dylan Thompson in his hotel room on Saturday morning, giving him confidence prior to his first career start. Freshman receiver Shaw Roland said and the group told Thompson to do the same things he did throughout the week to prepare for ECU.

"He never got down. He showed...""Thompson is a great kid, he will come back," said senior wide receiver D.L. Moore on a 29-yard touchdown strike to give the Gamecocks a 26-0 lead.
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